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Abstract: The time-series state and parameter estimations of indoor localization continue to be a
topic of growing importance. To deal with the nonlinear and positive skewed non-Gaussian dynamic
of indoor CSS–TOF (Chirp-Spread-Spectrum Time-of-Flight) ranging measurements and position
estimations, Monte Carlo Bayesian smoothers are promising as involving the past, present, and future
observations. However, the main problems are how to derive trackable smoothing recursions and
to avoid the degeneracy of particle-based smoothed distributions. To incorporate the backward
smoothing density propagation with the forward probability recursion efficiently, we propose a
lightweight Marginalized Particle Smoother (MPS) for nonlinear and non-Gaussian errors mitigation.
The performance of the position prediction, filtering, and smoothing are investigated in real-world
experiments carried out with vehicle on-board sensors. Results demonstrate the proposed smoother
enables a great tool by reducing temporal and spatial errors of mobile trajectories, with the cost of a
few sequence delay and a small number of particles. Therefore, MPS outperforms the filtering and
smoothing methods under weak assumptions, low computation, and memory requirements. In the
view that the sampled trajectories stay numerically stable, the MPS form is validated to be applicable
for time-series position tracking.

Keywords: indoor localization; time-of-flight ranging; Bayesian smoothing; nonlinear
non-Gaussian models; Sequential Monte Carlo

1. Introduction

Indoor wireless positioning has attracted much attention in recent years, which is the key
important issue arising in robotics, advanced signal processing, social networking, or mobile
monitoring of indoor environments, just to mention a few. Most positioning applications provide
time-series measurements and demand for continuous estimation of the target’s position [1].
Particularly, when considering Time-of-Flight (TOF) measurements as ranging measurements,
the uncertainty of ranging measurements is coherent with dynamic environments and sensor
limitations [2]. Due to that, the indoor positioning problem is to understand the dynamic of which
limited and noisy observations are available. In the main, a considerable amount of research has been
put into the purpose of sequential estimations of indoor position, also known as indoor sequential
positioning or position tracking [3–5].
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Although fairly fruitful research has been proposed in sequential positioning algorithms,
to achieve accurate indoor position tracking from a multimodal distribution or noisy measurements is
still very challenging due to the following difficulties:

• Indoor RF ranging uncertainty. Wireless ranging technique is a convenient solution for
indoor positioning and tracking, but suffering from severe uncertainty of radio frequency (RF)
measurements. Thus, the probability density taking into account more observations may not
necessarily lead to better accuracy.

• Nonlinear/non-Gaussian dynamic. People or a mobile device can usually take non-uniform and
heterogeneous motions, which are difficult to model. Furthermore, indoor RF ranging error is
verified to be non-Gaussian in both simulations [6,7] and real-world experiments [8–10]. Hence,
both the observation and state transition are prone to be nonlinear and/or non-Gaussian problems,
that the closed-form solution often does not exist.

• Priori knowledge. The implementation and performance of the Bayesian framework depend on
the priori knowledge of the measurement noise and process models, whereas the prior information
is often not accurate.

• Computation, real-time and implementation constraints. To be practical, such a sequential
tracking solution should be efficient in computation, time delay, and implementation.

1. Portable devices are typically resources limited, i.e., computing, storage, and communication,
etc. Hence, the problem, in using in mobile positioning, is the large storage and
computation requirement. Therefore, the objective is to optimize the estimation density for
continuous trajectories.

2. Near real-time position tracking is imposed by a tight delay constraint in the order of
milliseconds [11,12]. State estimations require to investigate the entire sequence of the
observations and state, which are time-consuming; also, the performance of fixed-Lag
smoothing is dependent on the size of the smoothing lag (4T)) [13].

• Instability. It is well known that wireless network resources are scarce and time-varying.
Thus, the smoothed tracking has to be robust to the problems of sparse measurements,
inconsistent measurements or even losing tracking.

For sequential positioning, the family of recursive Bayesian methods have been subject to
extensive research in literature, i.e., the sequential Bayesian filtering and smoothing methods in
Hidden Markov Chain (HMC) framework [14–17]. Bayesian filtering estimates the state by updating
recursively with every new incoming measurement, by applying the time-sequential hidden Markov
process as a broad class of Kalman filters [18] or particle filters (also known as sequential Monte Carlo
(MC) methods) [19]. The framework of filtering is defined as the estimation of the state at the same time
as the current measurement. However, in the context of indoor positioning, there is frequent absences
of radio measurements. Then, the Kalman filter works only in prediction mode, which degrades the
prediction accuracy rapidly with time.

Recently, smoothing has attracted attention mainly in indoor position tracking. In contrast to
normal filtering recursions, the smoothing frame is of particular interest as being able to make the
state probability from not only the past and present observations (z1:t) but also future observations
(zt:T , t < T) [20]. The smoothing methods all fall into one of the two categories: joint or marginal.
The early surveys have studied the possibilities of smoothing in a Bayesian framework [21–24], i.e.,
the Rauch-Tung-Striebel (RTS) smoothing algorithm [25] presented by Rauch, Tung and Striebel,
the Forward Filtering Backward Smoothing (FFBS) [26] by Kitagawa and the Two-Filter smoother
(TFS) [27] by Fraser and Potter, and the One Time-step Particle Smoothing by Yuan and Huaming [28].
Essentially, these smoothing frames tend to achieve improvements of time series analysis by involving
the information of more observations. The above smoothing frames can be obtained by recursive
formulas, i.e., the Kalman smoother [29,30], the extended Kalman smoother [31], the unscented Kalman
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smoother [32], the Gaussian-sum methods [33]. On the other hand, sequential MC algorithms (known
generically as particle smoother) [34], approximate the time series estimation by a set of weighted
particles. The Kalman smoother is an optimal smoother. To reduce the complexity of particle smoothers,
some literature [35] improve the computational complexity which is linear to the number of particles.
Furthermore, thanks to massive increases in the computational power of mobile devices, some of these
smoothing methods and their variations have been applied in embedded mobile positioning [36–39].
Based on these smoothing approaches, different solutions for non-linear sequential densities have been
developed, e.g., Nurminen and Ristimaki deployed a fixed-interval forward–backward smoother
to improve the position estimation for non-real-time applications [40]. Most of these methods
involve the form of smoothing as an extension to the particle filter, which reweight particles to
approximate the smoothing density based on the filter density. For further positioning error mitigation,
more schemes can be explored, i.e., multiple observation sub-models [41], integration positioning [42],
velocity/direction modeling [43], non-parametric models [44] and map matching [45] and etc.

Nevertheless, the key issues of applying a smoothing frame in RF position tracking are to derive
tractable solutions to ameliorate the smoothing efficiency. To reduce the establishment cost and improve
the accuracy, this paper focuses on implementing a smoothing frame with the observations after the
present, namely, Marginalized Particle Smoother (MPS). Besides, the nonlinear and non-Gaussian 2D
positioning recursion is not analytically solvable. Towards this end, we propose a lightweight MPS
on a Sequential Monte Carlo (SMC) method. The proposed MPS hypothesizes that the smoothing
density allows a better probability propagation, which continuously estimates the target’s position
based on the posterior derived from the general smoothing density. In the scenarios of a relatively high
modeling uncertainty of the experimental measurements and target’s motion, the results demonstrate
that our proposed MPS is able to considerably improve the performance. In particular, the contribution
of this study is summarized in the following.

• Implement a lightweight marginalized particle smoother (MPS) on the SMC frame, which
provides a trackable solution to the nonlinear and non-Gaussian indoor range-based positioning.

• Propose the marginal smoothed smoothing that dynamically derives the posterior from a
backward smoothing density in an efficient way. The virtue of MPS is that it can be applied to a
very wide class of SMC methods.

• Implement two popular nonlinear smoothing solutions: Forward Filtering Backward Smoothing
(FFBS) and Two-filter Smoothing (TFS).

• Combine two linear smoother (Moving Average (MA) smoother and Rauch-Tung-Striebel (RTS)
smoother) with a nonlinear filtering output (Generic Particle Filter (GPF)).

• The aforementioned smoothing algorithms are evaluated over indoor CSS–TOF
(Chirp-Spread-Spectrum Time-of-Flight) test-bed. Experimental results validate the effectiveness
and efficiency of the MPS framework on real-world indoor position tracking.

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. Section 2 presents the problem statement
and system models. Section 3 introduces the Bayesian smoothing formulas of FFBS, TFS, and MPS
in detail. The moving average and Kalman smoother are introduced in Section 4. The performance
evaluation of real-world indoor tracking experiments are provided in Section 5. Section 6 concludes
this work.

2. Motivation and Problem Statement

2.1. Motivation

In RF range-based positioning, either the ranging that sensors measure or the motion of the target
are usually difficult to model accurately. The mobile device can behave non-uniform and heterogeneous
motions (i.e., stopping, going forward, backing, turning, or jumping to another site, etc.). In addition,
the positioning instability arises from the lack of LOS (Line-of-sight) measurements. The experimental
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results [6,46] reveal that the ranging error observes a large variance, due to system noise, multi-path
effect, Non-line-of-sight (NLOS) propagations, unknown wireless interference, and system noise, etc.
In the context of sequential estimations, recursive Bayesian methods are the most widely-used strategy
to combat the modeling uncertainty, i.e., Bayesian filtering or smoothing methods. Filtering represents
the posterior (p(xt|z1:t)) of the current state given the observations up to the current time t; smoothing
corresponds to the state density (p(xt|z1:T)) based on all of the observations up to some later time
(T, t + 1 ≤ T). Compared with filtering, smoothing tends to yield more informative state estimates as
taking zT into account.

To generate a smooth representation of the mobile trajectory, Bayesian smoothing methods
have been presented and used in state estimation [47]. Some of them are generally put forward:
the fixed-interval sequential smoother, the fixed-lag smoother, the forward–backward smoother,
and the two-filter smoother. They are derived using different strategies to solve either the joint or
the marginal smoothing problem. Overall, the experiment results validate that the smoothing frame
can be effective in real indoor tracking. We summarize that: (1) the observation a few time-series
later (zT) contains a significant amount of information to combat the state uncertainty and the
measurement errors; (2) the MPS improvement arises from incorporating the smoothing density
into the SMC recursion, differing from the referral smoothing algorithms that only influence the
backward density. The smoothing methods are beneficial by deriving the state probability from the
past, present, and future observations, which generally provide better approximations of marginal
smoothing distributions compared with filtering methods [48,49].

Besides the smooth representation of the tracking trajectory, the smoothing frame is more useful
for a relatively small number of indoor ranging observations. It is defined as a sparsity problem of LOS
ranging observations, which is categorized into two types:

• Sparse anchors or missing measurements: the number of ranging measurements is insufficient
due to the sparse anchor deployment or temporary packet loss;

• NLOS scenarios: there are enough ranging measurements, but the LOS measurements are
the minority.

Figure 1 depicts the sparsity problem, indicating that it only occurs in a few ranging instances,
e.g., the ranging neighboring the time-sequence with scarce measurements can still obtain sufficient
measurements; moreover, the NLOS errors appear randomly rather than presenting continuously.
Therefore, the sparsity problem is a temporary problem.
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Figure 1. Scarce LOS ranging measurements due to either the sparse anchor deployment or the NLOS
scenarios: the samples circled by the red ellipse represent the condition of sparse reachable anchors;
the samples surrounded by the dashed ellipse describe NLOS scenarios.
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Generally, for non-sequential positioning, the sparsity problem can be alleviated by data fusion
after waiting for more measurements. On the other hand, the smoothing frame of sequential position
estimation is likely to mitigate the sparse problem, as it computes the state by conditioning not only
on the observations up to current time but also on future ones.

2.2. Problem Statement

The Bayesian smoothing approaches provide a flexible framework for both smoothing the tracking
trajectory and solving the sparsity problem in nonlinear time series. The smoothing density handles a
time series state estimation given past, present and future observation

p(xt|z1:T) , (1)

where t + 1 ≤ T. In the case that the time-series size of future observations is fixed, it is called as the
smoothing lag

4 T = T − t . (2)

To apply the smoothing frame for fast range-based positioning, the challenge is twofold:

• Problem 1 : Tractable solution

For 2D range-based positioning, it cannot typically generate an analytical solution to the nonlinear
and non-Gaussian models. Particle methods (Monte Carlo methods) [50] offer an approximate
solution, unfortunately, they are intractable if the sample size is large.

• Problem 2: Implementation issue

If the smoothing recursion involves the observations many time-series ahead (t� T), it can be
computation, storage, and time-consuming. In other words, it is impractical to obtain overall
smoothed estimates using the observations from the beginning to the end.

To summarize, given the available observations, filtering focuses on the current state,
whereas smoothing focuses on the past states, and predicting focuses on future states. The closed-form
solution for range-based positioning often does not exist, which is generally necessary to resort
to Monte Carlo sampling methods. Sequential Monte Carlo with importance sampling [51] solves
problems 1, which provides efficient solutions for nonlinear smoothing. However, the performance and
applicability of a smoothing framework greatly depend on how much and how future observations
are incorporated. Aiming at fast position tracking, it is preferable to formulate the smoothing density
from the observations a few time-series ahead. Overall, we are interested in the smoothing density
employing future time-series recursion (p(xt|z1:T)) on SMC.

3. Filtering and Smoothing

The sequential position estimation or position tracking is defined as the time-series estimation of the
posterior given all available observations. The 2D position can be estimated by either filtering or
smoothing frames.

• Filtering p(xt|z1:t): to estimate the distribution of the state xt conditionally to the observations up
to t.

• Smoothing p(xt|z1:T): to estimate the distribution of the state xt conditionally to the observations
up to T (with t < T).

To smooth the estimated trajectory, improve accuracy, and deal with the sparsity problem,
the sequential smoothing can be promising. However, the complexity of the smoothing method
is proportional to the smoothing lag (4T): the larger the 4T is, the higher the computation and
latency are. Consequently, it is highly relevant to implement the Bayesian smoothing methods
involving only a few future observations.
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3.1. Bayesian Filtering

Filtering is to calculate sequentially the filter distributions p(xt|z1:t) by the receipt of
observation z1:t. To recur the Bayesian frame, it essentially applies a hidden Markov model (HMM) of
order one [52] as follows.

State transition model
xt = f (xt−1, qt) , (3)

where xt = (xt, yt) is the 2D coordinates; qt denotes the process noise. The state propagation from
t− 1 to t is p(xt|xt−1, z1:t−1) ≈ p(xt|xt−1), assuming that the state at time t is stochastically dependent
on the state at t− 1.

Measurement model
zt = g(xt, nt) , (4)

with nt being the measurement noise. It assumes the observation at t is conditionally independent
given the state, leading to p(zt|xt, z1:t−1) ≈ p(zt|xt). The vector of the current observations (zt) from
Nt

anc reachable anchors ({at
l = (at

xl , at
yl)}l=1:Nt

anc
) is

zt = {rt
l}l=1:Nt

anc
, (5)

with rt
l for the ranging measurement from the lth anchor at t.

The analytical solution of nonlinear and non-Gaussian models is intractable in general.
Sequential MC methods, like the aforementioned particle filters, use an approximate numerical
posterior represented by Ns samples (xi) with weights (w)

p(xt|z1:t) ≈
Np

∑
i=1

wi
tδ(xt − xi

t). (6)

3.2. Forward Filtering Backward Smoothing (FFBS)

The smoothing density can be deduced from a forward–backward recursive expression, namely,
Forward Filtering Backward Smoothing (FFBS) [53]. The smoothing density of FFBS frame is

p(xt|z1:T) =
∫

p(xt, xT |z1:T) dxT

=
∫

p(xT |z1:T)p(xt|xT , z1:T) dxT

Markov
=

∫
p(xT |z1:T)p(xt|xT , z1:t) dxT (7)

=
∫ p(xT |z1:T)p(xt, xT |z1:t)

p(xT |z1:t)
dxT

= p(xt|z1:t)
∫ p(xT |z1:T)p(xT |xt, z1:t)

p(xT |z1:t)
dxT

Markov
= p(xt|z1:t)

∫ p(xT |z1:T)p(xT |xt)∫
p(xT |xt)p(xt|z1:t) dxt

dxT . (8)

The filtering density (p(xT |z1:T)) can be computed by any forward filter, such as the Generic
Particle Filter (GPF) [54] approximated as

wi
T|T ∝ wi

t|t p(zT |xi
T), i ∈ {·}Np

1 , (9)

where wi
T|T is the filtering weight of the ith particle at T.
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The smoothing density (8) known as the forward filtering backward sampling [55,56], which can
be numerically represented as

p(xt|z1:T) ≈
Np

∑
i=1

p(xi
t|z1:T)p(xt|xi

t) (10)

≈
Np

∑
i=1

wi
t|Tδ(xt − xi

t) , (11)

with the ith smoothing weight

wi
t|T ≈ wi

t|t

Np

∑
j=1

{
wj

T|T
p(xj

T |xi
t)

p(xj
T |z1:t)

}

≈ wi
t|t

Np

∑
j=1

wj
T|T

p(xj
T |xi

t)
Np

∑
k=1

wk
t|t p(xj

T |xk
t )

 , i ∈ {·}Np
1 . (12)

Then, the position estimation at t by the smoothing density is

x̂t = E(p(xt|z1:T)) =
Np

∑
i=1

xi
tw

i
t|T . (13)

The FFBS (12) consists of the filtering distribution (p(xt|z1:t)) and the backward re-weighting
probability from the future (zT). The pseudo-code of FFBS is in Algorithm 1.

Algorithm 1 Forward Filtering Backward Smoothing (FFBS)

Output and input:
[
x̂t, {xi

T , wi
T|T}i=1:Np

]
= FFBS

[
zT , AT , {xi

t, wi
t|t}i=1:Np

]
Setting: Np, p(xt|xt−1), p(zt|xt), Neff

threshold = 0.5Np

Initialization:

• p(x1)
•

{
xi

1 ∼ p(x1)
}

i=1:Np

•
{

wi
1 = 1

Np

}
i=1:Np

• t = 1

1: Importance sampling
{

xi
T ∼ p(xT |xi

t)
}

i=1:Np

2: Update the filtering weights
{

wi
T|T

}
i=1:Np

(9) and normalization

wi
T|T =

wi
T|T

Np
∑

j=1
wj

T|T


i=1:Np

3: Assign the smoothing weights
{

wi
t|T

}
i=1:Np

(12), and normalization

wi
t|T =

wi
t|T

Np
∑

j=1
wj

t|T


i=1:Np

4: Estimate position x̂FFBS
t (13)

5: If N̂eff < Neff
threshold, then resampling

6: Set t = t + 1 and iterate to item 1
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3.3. Two Filter Smoothing (TFS)

The two-filter smoothing (TFS) [57] is a well-established alternative to FFBS, which obtains the
smoothing density (p(xt|z1:T)) from two independent filters (the forward and the backward filters).

Given observations up to T, the smoothing density of TFS is

p(xt|z1:T) = p(xt|z1:t−1, zt:T)

=
p(xt, zt:T |z1:t−1)

p(zt:T |z1:t−1)

∝ p(xt|z1:t−1)p(zt:T |xt)

= p(xt|z1:t−1)p(zt|xt)p(zT |xt) (14)

= p(xt|z1:t−1)p(zt|xt, z1:t−1)p(zT |xt)

∝ p(xt|z1:t)p(zT |xt)

∝ p(xt|z1:t)︸ ︷︷ ︸
Forward filter

∫
p(zT |xT)p(xT |xt) dxT︸ ︷︷ ︸

Backward filter

.

The first filter is the forward filter, which calculates the posterior distribution p(xt|z1:t); the second
filter calculates a series of backward functions p(zT:T |xt), that in the 4T time-series is p(zT |xt).
Together, these two filters construct the smoothing density of TFS.

An important requirement of TFS is that p(zT:T |xt) should be a probability density, in other words,
the integral of this function is finite. Thus, the smoothing density of (??) is rewritten as

p(xt|z1:T) =
p(xt|z1:t)

∫
p(zT |xT)p(xT |xt) dxT

λ2

λ1
, (15)

where λ1 and λ2 are the normalization factors of the smoothing and backward density, respectively.
The smoothing density is represented as (9) with the weights

wi
t|T =

wi
t|t

Np
∑

j=1

{
p(zT |x

j
T)p(xj

T |x
i
t)
}

λ2

λ1
, i ∈ {·}Np

1 . (16)

The pseudo-code of the TFS is described in Algorithm 2.

3.4. Marginalized Particle Smoother (MPS)

The FFBS and TFS formulate the smoothing density (p(xt|z1:T)) from the current (p(xt|z1:t)) and
future (p(xT |z1:T)) density. They are theoretically sound, as taking into account future measurements.
The shortcoming is that the smoothing density only influence the point estimation in (13) rather than
improving the density propagation.

Since FFBS and TFS have not incorporated the smoothing density into the state recursion,
we propose to propagate the posterior from the smoothing density, formulated as

p(xT |z1:T) =
∫

p(xt|z1:T)p(xT |xt, z1:T) dxt , (17)

namely, Marginalized Particle Smoother (MPS). Indeed, the only difference to FFBS and TFS is
that instead of propagating the posterior from the prediction density, the MPS is derived from the
smoothing density.
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Form a Markov process of order one, it means that

p(xT |xt, z1:T)
Markov
= p(xT |xt, zT)

=
p(xT , zT |xt)

p(zT |xt)

=
p(zT |xTxt)p(xT |xt)

p(zT |xt)
(18)

=
p(zT |xT)p(xT |xt)

p(zT |xt)

=
p(zT |xT)p(xT |xt)∫

p(zT |xT)p(xT |xt) dxT
.

The factor p(xT |xt, z1:T) can be derived by (??), alternatively, by the approximation p(zT |xT) ≈
p(zT |xt) leading to

p(xT |xt, z1:T) ≈ p(xT |xt) . (19)

It is based on two facts of indoor RF positioning: (1) the difference of the state at neighborhood
time-series is very small, in other words, the target has a low velocity; (2) the uncertainty of the ranging
measurements is much larger than that of the position estimation.

Algorithm 2 Two Filter Smoothing (TFS)

Output and input:
[
x̂t, {xi

T , wi
T|T}i=1:Np

]
= TFS

[
zT , AT , {xi

t, wi
t|t}i=1:Np

]
Setting: Np, p(xt|xt−1), p(zt|xt), Neff

threshold = 0.5Np

Initialization:

• p(x1)
•

{
xi

1 ∼ p(x1)
}

i=1:Np

•
{

wi
1 = 1

Np

}
i=1:Np

• t = 1
1: Importance sampling

{
xi

T ∼ p(xT |xi
t)
}

i=1:Np

2: Assign filtering weights
{

wi
T|T

}
i=1:Np

(9) and normalization

wi
T|T =

wi
T|T

Np
∑

j=1
wj

T|T


i=1:Np

3: Assign smoothing weights
{

wi
t|T

}
i=1:Np

as (16)

4: Estimate position x̂TFS
t (13)

5: If N̂eff < Neff
threshold,

6: Set t = t + 1 and iterate to item 1

Similar to the TFS, the smoothing density of MPS is

p(xt|z1:T) ∝ p(xt|z1:t)p(zT |xt) . (20)

Hence, Equation (17) is reformulated as

p(xT |z1:T) ∝
∫

p(xt|z1:t)p(zT |xt)p(xT |xt) dxt . (21)
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Note that the posterior p(xT |z1:T) in (17) is a filtering density derived from the smoothing density,
which can be numerically represented as

wi
T|T ≈

Np

∑
j=1

{
wi

t|T p(xi
T |x

j
t)
}

, i ∈ {·}Np
1 , (22)

with the smoothing density deduced from (20) as

wi
t|T ∝ wi

t|t p(zT |xi
t) . (23)

The p(zT |xt) in (21) can either be performed from the component of (15), or simply be
approximated p(zT |xt) ∼ N (¯εr , ∑2

εr ) as the target’s motion is slow.
Differing from that the FFBS and TFS estimate the state based on the smoothing density p(xt|z1:T),

the MPS estimation is by the filtering density (p(xt|z1:t)) as

x̂MPS
t = E(p(xt|z1:t)) =

Np

∑
i=1

xi
tw

i
t|t . (24)

The pseudo-code of the MPS is described in Algorithm 3.

Algorithm 3 Marginalized Particle Smoother (MPS)

Output and input:
[
x̂t, {xi

T , wi
T|T}i=1:Np

]
= MPS

[
zT , AT , {xi

t, wi
t|t}i=1:Np

]
Setting: Np, p(xt|xt−1), Neff

threshold = 0.5Np, p(zt|xt) ∼ N (¯εr , ∑2
εr )

Initialization:

• p(x1)
•

{
xi

1 ∼ p(x1)
}

i=1:Np

•
{

wi
1 = 1

Np

}
i=1:Np

• t = 1
1: Estimate position x̂MPS

t (24)

2: Assign smoothing weights
{

wi
t|T

}
i=1:Np

(23)

3: Importance sampling
{

xi
t ∼ p(xT |xi

t)
}

i=1:Np

4: Update filtering weights
{

wi
T|T

}
i=1:Np

(22) and normalization

wi
T|T =

wi
T|T

Np
∑

j=1
wj

T|T


i=1:Np

5: If N̂eff < Neff
threshold, then resampling

6: Set t = t + 1 and iterate to item 1

The smoothed posterior involves future observations in the density propagation, which are
powerful information to mitigate the estimation instability and sparsity problem.

4. Combine Linear Smoother with Nonlinear Filtering

Nonlinear estimations are able to deal with nonlinear uncertainty, while linear smoother are good
at revealing low-frequency features and removing severe variance. Hence, it is interesting to add a
linear smoother to a nonlinear filter. The idea is that; take the output of GPF (x̂GPF) as an “observation”,
which is smoothed by a linear smoother (Moving Average (MA) or Kalman smoother).
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4.1. Moving Average

The moving average (MA) is the simplest case of kernel filtering as

x̂MA
t =

Nwin

∑
k=1

wkx̂GPF
t−k+d Nwin

2 e
, (25)

by setting all the kernel weights equally ({wk =
1

Nwin
}Nwin

k=1 , with Nwin being the moving window size).
The kernel filtering is able to reduce high-frequency errors, but unable to address the estimation
divergence. Also, the performance of MA highly relies on the window size.

4.2. Kalman Smoother

The Kalman smoother [58] is well known to address the linear Gaussian problem. The uncertainty
of the GPF output can be deemed as linear dynamics, thus, the Kalman smoother is used to further
refine the GPF estimation.

We use the Rauch-Tung-Striebel (RTS) smoother [59] (also known as two-pass smoother) to
recursively obtain the Gaussian distributions of the state

p(Xt|x̂GPF
t:t+4T) (26)

where the vector Xt = [xt, yt, ẋt, ẏt]T denotes the Cartesian coordinates and velocities toward both axes
at t. The RTS smoother is an efficient two-pass algorithm: forward pass (a regular Kalman filter) and
backwards pass.

In our smoothing case, the Kalman models consist of the state transition model and the uncertainty
of the GPF estimation. The state transition model is expressed as

Xt = AXt−1 + Qt−1, (27)

where A is the state transition matrix

A =


1 0 4t 0
0 1 0 4t
0 0 1 0
0 0 0 1


with4t = 1 as the time sequence is a dimensionless parameter; Qt−1 ∼ N (0, Q) for the process noise
at t− 1 and Q being the time-invariant covariance matrix. Assuming the acceleration as Gaussian
noise (N (0, ca)), Q is the following matrix

Q = ca


1
44t4 0 1

24t3 0
0 1

44t4 0 1
24t3

1
24t3 0 4t2 0

0 1
24t3 0 4t2

 . (28)

Then, the x̂RTS
t is corrected by the Kalman update step with the measurement matrix

x̂RTS
t =

(
1 0 0 0
0 1 0 0

)
Xt + rt , (29)

where rt ∼ N (0, R) is the GPF estimation error with the statistical covariance R.
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The backwards pass recursively update the smoothed means (msmooth
t ) and covariances (Psmooth

t )
as following

m−T = Amt,

P−T = APtAT + Qt,

Kt = PtAT[P−T ]
−1, (30)

msmooth
t = mt + Kt[msmooth

T −m−T ],

Psmooth
t = Pt + Kt[Psmooth

T − P−T ]K
T
t ,

with Kt being the smoothing gain at t.
Equation (30) represents that the recursion starts from the last time-series, as it needs to know

(msmooth
T , Psmooth

T ) at t. To investigate the real-time behavior of RTS smoother, we also implement it
in the time-series recursion (denoted by RTS1). The RTS1 calculates p(Xt|x̂RTS

t:T ) at every time-series
except the last time-series.

The characteristics of the used filtering and smoothing methods are concluded in Table 1.

Table 1. Characteristics of the sequential Monte Carlo methods.

Algorithms Estimation Density Calculation Cost

GPF [54] calculate p(xt|z1:t) from p(xt|z1:t−1) Low
FFBS [26] calculate p(xt|z1:T) from p(xT |xt) High
TFS [27] calculate p(xt|z1:T) from p(xT |z1:T) High

MPS calculate p(xt|z1:t) from p(xT |z1:T) Medium
GPF+RTS [25] calculate p(xt|z1:t) and p(Xt|x̂GPF

t:t+4T) Medium
GPF+MA [54] calculate p(xt|z1:t) from p(xt|z1:t−1) and zt− Nwin

2 :t+ Nwin
2

High

5. Experiment Performance and Analysis

5.1. Experiment Description

The filtering and smoothing methods are needed to alleviate the impact of non-line-of-sight
and multipath effects on the measurements and minimize these effects. Therefore, all the smoothing
algorithms are implemented in an indoor tracking test-bed as introduced in our previous work [60],
which consists of a robot and wireless sensor networks of CSS–TOF measuring. The experiment is
carried out in a typical indoor scenario, the halls and classrooms on the first floor in our Computer
Science building. We conducted an experiment using 25 anchor nodes and a mobile node installed on
top of a robotic reference system to collect ranging values carried out in a hallway of our office-like
building. The robot collects CSS-based ranging measurements and the corresponding ground truth
positions along a planned trajectory with an accuracy of approximately 10 cm.

Our experiment uses the ranging data gathered by an accurate reference system [61], which obtains
ground truth position data using optical SLAM. We use this system to carry and track a mobile sensor
node. This sensor collects range measurements to anchor nodes that are deployed on the first floor of
an office building. We deployed in total 25 anchor nodes in arbitrary rooms and the hallway close to
the walls. The building is a typical office building that consists of several concrete walls. During the
experiment, only a few people passed by the robot and working in the rooms. The sensor nodes consist
of a modified version of the Modular Sensor Board (MSB) node which is equipped with a Nanotron
nanoPAN 5375 [9] transceiver. This hardware enables the sensor nodes to measure inter-node ranges
using time-of-flight in the 2.4 GHz band. We use symmetrical double-sided two-way ranging to
estimate the distance of two sensor nodes.

Besides the aforementioned nonlinear smoothers, we also investigate two linear smoothers
combined with GPF. Two Bayesian smoothing methods are applied with only one time-series future
observation, Forward Filtering Backward Smoothing (FFBS) and Two Filter Smoothing (TFS) [20] .
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4 T = 1 . (31)

5.2. Evaluation Criteria

The positioning performance the algorithms is investigated in terms of accuracy, complexity and
trajectory behavior and smoothness. The most important evaluation criterion of a positioning system
is accuracy, indicating the nearness of the estimated position to the true position. It is commonly
measured by Mean Absolute Error (MAEp)

MAEp =
1

NT

NT

∑
t=1
‖xt − x̂t‖ , (32)

the Root Mean Square Error (RMSEp) of positioning

RMSEp =

√√√√ 1
NT

NT

∑
t=1
‖xt − xt‖2 , (33)

and the inverse standard deviation

σp =

√√√√ 1
NT

NT

∑
t=1

∥∥xt −MAEp
∥∥2 . (34)

All the competing algorithms take the same initialization, particle size, Gaussian measurement
model, Gaussian random motion model, and resampling strategy. The quantitative positioning results
of the smoothing methods in the experiment are listed in Table 2, with the terms of both the positioning
performance and complexity.

Table 2. Comparison of the filtering and smoothing methods on SMC (Np = 49), with the positioning
errors (/meter) of the experiment

Algorithms MEANp RMSEp σp MAXp Time Complexity

GPF 1.57 1.84 0.94 7.19 O(Np × Nanc)
FFBS 1.54 1.79 0.92 6.58 O(N3

p ×4T)
TFS 1.57 1.83 0.94 6.77 O(N2

p × Nanc ×4T)
MPS 1.29 1.46 0.69 3.95 O(Np ×max(Np, Nanc)×4T)

GPF + RTS 1.37 1.58 0.78 5.86 O(Np × Nanc ×4T ×4T)
GPF + RTS1 1.55 1.72 0.94 6.72 O(Np × Nanc)

GPF + MA (Nwin = 10) 1.42 1.65 0.84 6.29 O(Np × Nanc × Nwin ×4T)
GPF + MA (Nwin = 2) 1.54 1.79 0.92 7.00 O(Np × Nanc × Nwin ×4T)

5.3. Positioning Accuracy

In terms of accuracy, we take the traditional measure of positioning performance: the mean
squared error (MEANp) indicating the closeness to the ground truth position, the root mean squared
error (RMSEp) showing the approximation to the posterior density, the standard deviation (σp) for the
estimation stability, and the maximum error (MAXp) for the robustness in NLOS scenarios. The details
are listed in Table 2.

• The FFBS and TFS make almost no improvement compared with GPF, by reason that the
smoothing density only influences the state estimation rather than the probability recursion;
thus, FFBS and TFS cannot be expected to modify the posterior.
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• The proposed MPS observes the lowest values of the MEANp, RMSEp, MAXp and σp (the standard
deviation of the positioning errors indicates the estimation stability), which is a consequence that
the posterior propagation is derived from the smoothing density instead of the prediction density.

• Combining the RTS smoother with the GPF output achieves better accuracy than GPF, because the
GPF estimation error can be deemed as linear Gaussian models and be removed by the linear
smoother. The MA also ameliorate the GPF estimation, by reason that the target’s positions at
neighborhood time-series are quite nearby.

• The drawbacks of GPF + MA and GPF + RTS are that they can only achieve a good accuracy
when the smooth lag or window size is sufficiently large. As setting 4T = 1 and Nwin = 2,
the performance of GPF + MA and GPF + RTS1 significantly degrades. Furthermore, it is well
known that the improvement of MA does not go infinitely by increasing the window size.

5.4. Positioning Complexity

The complexity column of Table 2 represents the computation and time cost of the smoothing
algorithms, which are also important factors in practical applications. According to the algorithm
configuration (the particle size, the number of anchors, the smoothing lag, the MA window size, and as
setting 4T = 1), FFBS causes the highest complexity while GPF and GPF + RTS1 are the lowest at
each time step. However, the GPF+RTS smoother requires a large smoothing lag to achieve effective
smoothing. Moreover, MPS results in better performance with lower complexity than the nonlinear
smoothers. Compared with the above smoothing methods, the MPS makes a good tradeoff between the
smoothing performance and complexity. The results also demonstrate that MPS has the advantage that
the few samples can approximate the posterior iteratively. Overall, in the nonlinear and non-Gaussian
scenarios, the MPS performance is better than the compared smoothing methods.

5.5. Tracking Behavior

Figures 2–7 depict the estimated trajectory with or without the smoothing methods on the floor
plan, as the solid line denotes the ground truth of the mobile trajectory; the scatter plot ’+’ is the
estimated position; ’4’ for the anchors; the sample size of SMC is Np = 49. It illustrates as follows.

• Figure 2 shows the positioning behavior of GPF (filtering), which presents the highest deviation
and divergence from the ground truth. Comparing with the smoothing methods, filtering is not
qualified for indoor positioning in multipath scenarios.

• FFBS and TFS perform almost similarly to the GPF estimation (see Figures 2–4), which makes a
few improvements on approaching the real trajectory.

• Despite the spreading of the MPS estimation is slightly broader than that of GPF+RTS (Figure 7)
and GPF+MA (Figure 6), it has a much smaller divergence to the ground truth trajectory (see
Figure 5). Therefore, MPS performs the best tracking to the true trajectory, especially a better
deviation and divergence when the ranging errors noise are larger (NLOS scenarios).

• The GPF+RTS (Figure 7) and GPF+MA (Figure 6) obtain much clearer estimated trajectories,
as the spreading of the position estimation is much narrower; however, their estimated trajectories
sometimes deviate from the true trajectory.
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Estimated trajectory 
True trajectory 
Anchor

Figure 2. Positioning behavior of GPF.

Estimated trajectory 
True trajectory 
Anchor

Figure 3. Positioning behavior of FFBS.

Estimated trajectory 
True trajectory 
Anchor

Figure 4. Positioning behavior of TFS.
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Estimated trajectory 
True trajectory 
Anchor

Figure 5. Positioning behavior of MPS.

Estimated trajectory 
True trajectory 
Anchor

Figure 6. Positioning behavior of GPF+MA (Nwin = 10).

Estimated trajectory 
True trajectory 
Anchor

Figure 7. Positioning behavior of GPF+RTS.
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5.6. Tracking Smoothness

The smoothness of the estimated trajectory over time is depicted in Figure 8. Figure 8a displays
that the estimation error of GPF fluctuates sharply indicating a higher estimation noise. The FFBS
(Figure 8b) and TFS (Figure 8c) obtain almost the same instability as GPF. The MPS (Figure 8d)
removes the extremely large positioning errors, whereas, it keeps the fluctuation of the small errors.
The GPF+MA (Figure 8e) and GPF+RTS (Figure 8f) obviously remove the high-frequency errors,
however, the very large positioning errors (the low-frequency errors) are not smoothed. Thus, the linear
smoothers with a nonlinear filter are more a sense to smooth the representation of the position
estimation. Over the whole moving trajectory, MPS observes the best smoothness, which removes the
large positioning errors for nonlinear and non-Gaussian errors (NLOS errors). By validation in the
real-world indoor tracking experiment, we summarize that

• Comparing with the filtering frame, the smoothing methods are particularly relevant for both
reducing the uncertainty and smooth the representation for range-based positioning.

• The nonlinear smoothers (FFBS and TFS) are not effective, by reason that the smoothing density
is not propagated into the state recursion.

• The MPS achieves much better accuracy and stability, as the smoothing density influences not
only the position estimation but also the posterior recursion. In addition, its complexity is lower
than the other nonlinear smoothers and remain robust against the NLOS (non-Gaussian) errors.

• The linear smoothing methods (GPF + MA and GPF + RTS) notably reduce the high-frequency
fluctuation of the positioning errors, as removing the linear and Gaussian errors of the GPF
estimation. However, they only work well when the smoothing lag or window size is sufficient.
Moreover, they are undesirable when the target moves with a high velocity.

5.7. Discussion

Real-world indoor experiment shows that radio ranging observes a high uncertainty, which has
to resort to the sequential Bayesian framework. For the nonlinear and non-Gaussian positioning
problem, a closed-form Bayesian estimation is impossible to be derived. Therefore, the probabilistic
estimation often explores a sample-based approximation. In the case of measurement errors and
sparsity, we apply the backward smoothing to involve more information. The fundamental ingredient
of applying sample-based filtering or smoothing methods to practical indoor positioning is to derive
trackable density propagation. Keeping in mind that the original aim is applicable positioning,
we propose to incorporate the smoothing density into the filtering density.

The results from the tracking experiment indicate that most smoothing methods can improve
the tracking behavior and smooth the estimated trajectory. The proposed MPS incorporates the
backward smoothing density propagation with the forward probability recursion, which is applicable
for time-series estimation. Furthermore, the MPS frame can lower the time and computation complexity
considerably, and mitigate the ranging errors. Comparing with prediction and filtering, MPS mitigates
the nonlinear and non-Gaussian errors by taking into account more observations. Beside the
smoothing frame, it is more efficient to apply a KF on the sample-based filters, which can remove the
Gaussian estimation errors. Overall, These positioning algorithms achieve meter level accuracy in
indoor multipath scenarios. The novelty of the proposed smoothing method is its computationally
inexpensive and implementation affordable, thus, which significantly enhances the usability to other
indoor scenarios.
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(c) TFS
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(d) MPS
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(e) GPF+MA (Nwin = 10)
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(f) GPF+RTS

Figure 8. Positioning smoothness over time of the smoothing methods, with the sample size of SMC is
Np = 49.
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6. Conclusions

Drawing from a smoothing density and finding an analytical solution is in most cases a difficult
task, especially in case of non-linear and non-Gaussian errors. Due to the severe uncertainty of the
indoor wireless environment and sensor system, range-based position tracking often encounters the
LOS and NLOS measurements. To combat the uncertainty, this paper applies the Bayesian smoothing
frame to the nonlinear non-Gaussian SMC models, including the FFBS, TFS, MPS, GPF + MA, and GPF
+ RTS. Furthermore, to be aware of the real-time constraint, we focus on the smoothing frame using a
lightweight recursion.

The experiments defenestrate that the GPF+RTS and GPF+MA are more a sense to improve
the representation of the estimated trajectory, whereas, the MPS filters out the estimation bias.
The MPS algorithm fits the scenarios of typical motions (the mobile target with a general acceleration)
and high measurement uncertainty. Since MPS requires no other assumptions, offline training,
or high complexity, it is practical for its performance and efficiency. Our theoretical derivations
and experimental verifications provide a better understanding of the time-series smoothing on 2D
position tracking. Future work will investigate how to adaptively set the smoothing lag (the number
of future observations) that achieved tradeoff of the smoothing performance and complexity. It is
also useful to use the smoothing density to improve the sample quality of the SMC frame. The future
work will investigate how to adaptively choose the value of the smoothing lag (the number of future
observations) that leverages the tradeoff of the smoothing performance and complexity.
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Abbreviations

t ∈ N the discrete present time sequence
T ∈ N the discrete future time sequence
Nt

anc ∈ N the number of reachable anchors at t
Nt

p ∈ N the number of particle of MC approximations at t
xt ∈ R2 the hidden state of the two dimensions (2D) position at t
zt ∈ RNanc the observed process (ranging measurements) at t
‖·‖ Euclidean distance in 2D
N (µ, σ2) a Gaussian distribution with mean (µ) and standard deviation (σ)
{·}1:N a set composed of N elements (form the 1th to Nth element)
x̂t ∈ R2 the estimate of the 2D position at t
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